REVIEWS
“A dedicated search of the perfect image that not only tells the story but also brings calmness
and desire.”
Lize Grob, Media & Communications, Babylonstoren
“Our guests love the slick and sophisticated style of the Travel Colours City Guides. The perfect
companion to a modern city for discerning, design-loving travellers and locals alike.”
Ross Bowers, Marketing & Communications Manager, The Royal Portfolio
“As a frequent traveller myself, I appreciate the curated selection of places and design
inspirations in the coolest cities around the world that fill the pages of City Guides for Design
Lovers. They allow you a different glimpse of the city, and access to the new in-spots before
they become trendy and crowded.”
Dominic Hofer, House Relationship Director - Europe, Soho House
“Intrepid urban traveller Stefanie Friese has curated extraordinary hand books of bucket list
cities for those seeking truly authentic experiences with a design and fine craft edge.”
Ian Manley, Director at Manley Communications
“Stefanie did a great and deep search about the best local tips in Palma. A careful selection of
the last trend sites compiled and presented in a great looking format. I’m very proud that
NAKAR Hotel has been selected in this guide.”
Miguel Barceló, General Manager, NAKAR Hotel
“Travel Colours has managed to encapsulate the essence of fine living in this wonderland of
food, drink and boutiques. Easy to carry with you and incredibly stylish, it ushers you through
a personalized journey of Cape Towns most exclusive and relevant lifestyle players.”
David Schneider, Chef/Co-owner, Chefs Warehouse at Maison, Franschhoek
“Stefanie has a keen eye for detail and she only includes what really resonates with her. She
personally reviews and carefully curates, so the guide book is a true collection of the very best.
We are incredibly proud to be included along with some of the most chic, handpicked selection
of Cape Towns finest! Travel Colours is a must have for anyone coming to Cape Town and
passionate about style and design.”
Helen Untiedt, Co-Founder, Perfect Hideaways, South Africa
“A world class publication right here in Cape Town with the hottest lists of what to do and
where to do it. So grateful to be included in this beautifully laid out guide, and lovely to have
met Stefanie on her visits to Cape Town.”
Giles Edwards, Chef-Patron, La Tête Restaurant, Cape Town
“Working with TC. and Stefanie was great. Good communication and professional photo shoot
and it was fun. A truly great pleasure to be featured in such a great book about Reykjavik.”
Carl K. Frederiksen, Chef, Nostra Restaurant, Reykjavik

“Everyone trying to plan a vacation knows how much time can be spent while trying to find
the perfect spots. This City Guide has done all the work for you, handpicking places for those
who share a dedication and eye for design.”
Paulina Cervantes, BoutiqueHomes, Content Editor and Marketing Associate

